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h\p0gg decay within a chiral unitary approach
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We improve the calculations of theh→p0gg decay within the context of meson chiral Lagrangians. We use
a chiral unitary approach for the meson-meson interaction, thus generating thea0(980) resonance and fixing
the long standing sign ambiguity on its contribution. This also allows us to calculate the loops with one vector
meson exchange, thus removing a former source of uncertainty. In addition we ensure the consistency of the
approach with other processes, first, by using vector meson dominance couplings normalized to agree with
radiative vector meson decays and, second, by checking the consistency of the calculations with the related
gg→p0h reaction. We find anh→p0gg decay width of 0.4760.10 eV, in clear disagreement with published
data but in remarkable agreement with the most recent measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theh→p0gg decay has attracted much theoretical att
tion since chiral perturbation theory~ChPT! calculations
have sizable uncertainties and systematically produce r
about a factor of two smaller than experiment@1,2#. In con-
trast, models using quark box diagrams@3,4# claim to obtain
acceptable rates. Within ChPT, the problem stems from
fact that the tree level amplitudes, both atO(p2) andO(p4),
vanish. The first nonvanishing contribution comes atO(p4),
but either from loops involving kaons, largely suppress
due to the kaon masses, or from pion loops, again suppre
since they violateG parity and are thus proportional tomu

2md @5#. The first sizable contribution comes atO(p6) but
the coefficients involved are not precisely determined. O
must turn to models as vector meson dominance~VMD !
@5–7#, the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model~NJL! @8#, or the ex-
tended Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model~ENJL! @9,10#, to deter-
mine these parameters. However, the use of tree level V
to obtain theO(p6) chiral coefficients by expanding the ve
tor meson propagators, leads@5# to results about a factor o
two smaller than the ‘‘all order’’ VMD term, which mean
keeping the full vector meson propagator. All this said,
chiral approach has been useful to unveil the phys
mechanisms responsible for this decay, but it has bec
clear that the strict chiral counting has to be abandoned s
the O(p6) and higher orders involved in the full~all order!
VMD results are larger than those ofO(p4). For a review,
see@11#, together with an experimental upper bound.

Once the all order VMD results is accepted as the do
nant mechanism, one cannot forget the tree level exchang
other resonances around the 1 GeV region. In compar
0556-2821/2003/67~7!/073013~9!/$20.00 67 0730
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with VMD, the exchange ofJPC5112 axial vectors@12,13#
yields negligible contributions when using values of the co
plings in agreement withgg→p0p0 data@14#. Still at tree
level, thea0(980) exchange, which was taken into accou
approximately in@5#, was one of the main sources of unce
tainty, since even the sign of its contribution was unknow

After the tree level light resonance exchange has b
taken into account, we should consider loop diagrams, s
the meson-meson interaction or rescattering can be ra
strong. First of all we find the already commentedO(p4)
kaon loops from ChPT, but also the meson loops from
terms involving the exchange of one resonance. The un
tainty from the latter was roughly expected@5# to be about
30% of the full width.

Another relevant question is that no attempts have b
done to check the consistency ofh→p0gg results with data
from other processes. On the one hand, the decay re
have not been compared with the crossed channelgg
→p0h, although some consistency tests withgg→p0p0

have been carried out as quoted above. The reason is
surprising since there are no hopes within ChPT to reach
a0(980) region where there are measurements of thegg
→p0h cross section@15,16#. On the other hand, the explic
SU~3! breaking already present in the radiative vector me
decays has not been taken into account when calculating
VMD tree level contributions.

The former discussion has set the stage of the prob
and the remaining uncertainties that allow for further im
provement. In recent years, with the advent of unitarizat
methods, it has been possible to extend the results of C
to higher energies where the perturbative expansion bre
down and to generate resonances up to 1.2 GeV@17–22#. In
particular these ideas were used to describe thegg
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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→meson2mesonreaction, with good results in all the chan
nels up to energies of around 1.2 GeV@23#. Work in a similar
direction for this latter reaction has also been done in@24–
26#. With these techniques, and always within the contex
meson chiral Lagrangians, we will address three of the pr
lems stated above: First, thea0(980) contribution, second
the evaluation of meson loops from VMD diagrams an
third, the consistency with the crossed channelgg→p0h. In
particular, we will make use of the results in@23#, where the
gg→p0h cross section around thea0(980) resonance wa
well reproduced using the same input as in meson-me
scattering, without introducing any extra parameters.

With these improvements we are then left with a mo
that includes the all order VMD and resummed chiral loo
We expect this approach to provide a good description
h→p0gg because recent studies on the vector meson de
into two pseudoscalar mesons and one photon@27–29# indi-
cate that such a combination of the all order VMD contrib
tion plus the unitary summation of the chiral loops leads
good agreement with data in a variety of reactions. Th
include f→p0p0g @29#, where the chiral loops are dom
nant, v→p0p0g @27,28#, where the VMD mechanism is
dominant, andr→p0p0g @27,28# where both mechanism
have about the same strength.

Concerning the fourth issue of the SU~3! breaking presen
in radiative vector meson decays, we will take it into acco
here by using effective couplings normalized to reprodu
the most recent experimental data.

Incidentally, there are preliminary results from a very r
cent experiment@30#, which give a decay width about half o
the previous one. In that work the authors refined the ba
ground subtraction, which was known to be rather proble
atic. Let us remark that, in view of the former discussio
revisiting the previous theoretical calculations is mandat
regardless of whether these new experimental results
confirmed or not.

In what follows we will address all these theoretical
sues in detail, including an updated estimation of the un
tainties in the calculation. In particular, we will take in
account the experimental errors in the radiative vector me
decays, which were neglected before, although they will t
out to be the largest source of uncertainty.

II. VMD CONTRIBUTION

Following @5# we consider the VMD mechanism of Fig. 1
which can be easily derived from the VMD Lagrangians
volving VVP andVg couplings@33#

LVVP5
G

A2
emnab^]mVn]aVbP&,

LVg524 f 2egAm^QVm&, ~1!

FIG. 1. Diagrams for the VMD mechanism.
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where Vm and P are standardSU(3) matrices constructed
with the nonet of vector mesons containing ther, and the
nonet of pseudoscalar mesons containing thep, respectively.
For instance, for pseudoscalar mesonsP5 P̃1(1/A3)h1,
with P̃ given by @31#

P̃5S 1

A2
p01

1

A6
h8 p1 K1

p2
2

1

A2
p01

1

A6
h8 K0

K2 K̄0 2
2

A6
h8

D ,

~2!

and similarly for vector mesons@32#. We also assume the
ordinary mixing for thef, thev, theh, and theh8:

v5A2

3
v11A1

3
v8 , f5A1

3
v12A2

3
v8 ,

h5
1

3
h11

2A2

3
h8 , h85

2A2

3
h12

1

3
h8 . ~3!

In Eq. ~1! G53g2/4p2f , g52GVM r /A2 f 2 @33#, and f
593 MeV, with GV the coupling ofr to pp in the normal-
ization of @32#. From Eq. ~1! one can obtain the radiativ
widths for V→Pg, which are given by

GV→Pg5
3

2
aCi

2S G
2

3

GV

MV
D 2

k3, ~4!

wherek is the photon momentum for the vector meson at r
andCi areSU(3) coefficients that we give in Table I for th
different radiative decays, together with the theoretical~us-
ing GV569 MeV and f 593 MeV) and experimental@2#
branching ratios. We shall refer to these results as those
‘‘universal couplings.’’

The agreement with the data is fair but the results can
improved by incorporatingSU(3) breaking mechanism
@34#. For that purpose, we will normalize here theCi cou-
plings so that the branching ratios in Table I agree with
periment. These will be called results with ‘‘normalized co
plings.’’ In this way we are taking into accoun
phenomenologically the corrections to theVPg vertex from
an underlying field theory.

Once theVPg couplings have been fixed, we can u
them in the VMD amplitude corresponding to the diagram
Fig. 1, which is given by
3-2
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TABLE I. SU~3! Ci coefficients together with theoretical and experimental branching ratios for diffe
vector meson decay processes.

i Ci Bi
th Bi

exp

rp0g A2

3
7.131024 (7.962.0)31024

rhg
2

A3
5.731024 (3.860.7)31024

vp0g A2 12.0% 8.760.4%

vhg
2

3A3
12.931024 (6.561.1)31024

fhg 2
3
A 2

3
0.94% 1.2460.10%

fp0g 0 – –

K* 1→K1g, K* 2→K2g
A2

3 S 22
Mv

Mf
D 13.331024 (9.960.9)31024

K* 0→K0g, K̄* 0→K̄0g 2
A2

3 S 11
Mv

Mf
D 27.331024 (2362)31024
e

nt
ns

0 sinu cosf

ith

th
ni-
rmal-
2 i t VMD5H iA6
1

q22M r
21 iM rG~q2!

3S G
2

3
e

GV

M r
D 2

•U q•q q•k2 q•e2

k1•q k1•k2 k1•e2

e1•q e1•k2 e1•e2

U
1~k1↔k2 ,q→q8!J 1$r→v%, ~5!

whereq5P2k1 , q85P2k2, with P,k1 ,k2 the momentum
of the h and the two photons. We have parametrized thr
width phenomenologically asGr(q,s)5@(6.14)2/48ps#(s2

24smp
2 )3/2 whereas for thev we have considered a consta

Gv58.44 MeV. Nevertheless, our results are rather inse
tive to these details. From the above amplitude, theh decay
width is easily calculated, as well as thegg invariant mass
distribution

dG

dMI
5

1

16~2p!4mh
2

MIE
0

mh2v

dk1E
0

2p

dfQ~12A2!Sutu2,

~6!

where we take for reference the momentum of the pion,pW , in
the z direction, so that
07301
i-

pW 5pS 0

1
D , kW15k1S sinu sinf

cosu
D , kW252~kW11pW !,

~7!

p5
l1/2~mh

2 ,MI
2 ,mp

2 !

2mh
,

A[cos~g1p0!5
1

2k1p
@~mh2v2k1!22k1

22upW u2# ~8!

with v the energy of thep0.
In Fig. 2 we show the results of the mass distribution w

FIG. 2. Invariant mass distribution of the two photons wi
VMD terms only. The solid curve has been calculated with a u
versal coupling, whereas the dashed one has the couplings no
ized differently to fit the radiative decays.
3-3
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FIG. 3. Diagrams for the chiral loop contribution.
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and without the radiative widths normalization factors. T
integrated width is given byG50.57 eV ~universal cou-
plings!; G50.3060.06 eV ~normalized couplings!, where
the error has been calculated from a Monte Carlo Gaus
sampling of the normalization parameters within the err
of the experimental branching ratios of Table I. Let us n
that there have been stable values for the vector meson
diative widths throughout the last decade by the Particle D
Group~PDG! but a sizable change in the PDG2002. Had
used the PDG2000, we would have obtained 0.2160.05 eV
~normalized couplings!.

It is interesting to compare these results with those in@5#,
where they used a universal SU~3! coupling with GV ad-
justed to thev→p0g decay data existing at that time, an
obtained an all orders value of 0.31 eV. The difference
tween that value and the 0.2160.05 eV that we would have
obtained with older data has to be attributed to the adjus
to all the branching ratios, instead of just one as in@5#.

Our VMD normalized result is within three standard d
viations from the value presently given in@1,2#: G50.84
60.18 eV, but within one sigma of the more recent o
presented in@30#, G50.4260.14 eV. There are, howeve
other contributions that we consider next.

III. MESON LOOPS

The contribution of pion loops toh→p0gg, evaluated in
@5#, proceeds, to begin with, through the G-parity violati
h→p0p1p2 process. Since the contribution is proportion
to mu2md , it is very small and we think that if such term
are included, other isospin violating terms proportional
mu2md , and isospin violating corrections to the main term
should also be included. Rather than undertaking this d
cate task, we will use the results of@5# to estimate uncertain
ties from all these sources.

The main meson loop contribution comes from t
charged kaon loops, calculated atO(p4) in @5,8–10,12,14#,
and proceeds viah→p0K1K2→p0gg. Note that these
loops are also suppressed due to the large kaon masses
07301
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is why theh→p0a0(980)→p0gg mechanism was included
explicitly, with uncertainties in the size and sign of th
a0(980) couplings. As commented on the Introduction, t
chiral unitary approach solves this problem by generat
dynamically thea0(980) in theK1K2→p0h amplitude.

In this section we will illustrate this approach by revis
ing the work done in@23# on the related processgg→p0h
where the chiral unitary approach was successfully app
around thea0(980) region. Since for theh decay the low
energy region ofgg→p0h is also of interest, we will in-
clude next the VMD mechanisms also in this reaction. On
we check that we describe correctlygg→p0h, the results
can be easily translated to the eta decay. We will finally a
other anomalous meson loops that are numerically relev
for eta decay but not forgg→p0h.

A. The unitarized gg\p0h amplitude in the a0„980… region

In @23# it was shown that, within the unitary chiral ap
proach, thegg→p0h amplitude around thea0(980) region,
diagrammatically represented at one loop in Fig. 3, factori
as

2 i t 5~ t̃ xK1 t̃ AK1K2!tK1K2,p0h ~9!

with tK1K2,p0h the full K1K2→p0h transition amplitude.
The first three diagrams correspond tot̃ xKtK1K2,p0h

of Eq. ~9!, already evaluated at one loop in@35,36#, where
the factorization of the leadingtK1K2,p0h also occurred.
In our caset̃ xK , written in a general gauge to be also us
for the h→p0gg reaction, is given by

t̃ xK52
2e2

16p2 S gmn2
k2mk1m

k1•k2
D e1me2m

3H 11
mK

2

s F logS 11~124mK
2 /s!1/2

12~124mK
2 /s!1/2D 2 ipG 2J ,

~10!
3-4
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FIG. 4. Diagrams summed in the BS equation, using theO(p2) ChPT vertices.
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above theK1K2 threshold, with the2 ip term removed
below threshold. Note that the unitarizedtK1K2,p0h transi-
tion matrix, not just the lowest order chiral amplitude,
factorized outside the loop integral. This on-shell factoriz
tion was shown in@23# by proving that the off-shell part o
the meson-meson amplitude did not contribute to the lo
integral.

The meson-meson scattering amplitude was evaluate
@17# by summing the Bethe-Salpeter~BS! equation with a
kernel formed from the lowest order meson chiral Lagra
ian amplitude and regularizing the loop function with
three-momentum cutoff. Subsequently, other approaches
the inverse amplitude method@19,22# or the N/D method
@20# were used and all of them gave the same results in
meson scalar sector. Forgg→p0h below 1 GeV only the
L50, I 51 amplitudes are needed@37#. The BS equation
sums the diagrammatic series of Fig. 4, which implies tha
the gg→p0h transition of Fig. 3 one is resumming the di
grams of Fig. 5.

Furthermore, the same on-shell factorization of thet ma-
trix in the loops found forgg→p0h was also justified for
meson-meson scattering in@17#. Thus, the BS equation with
coupled channels can be solved algebraically, leading to
following solution in matrix form:

t~s!5@12t2~s!G~s!#21t2~s!, ~11!

with s the invariant mass of the two mesons,t2 the lowest
order chiral amplitude andG(s) a diagonal matrix,
diag(GK̄K ,Ghp), accounting for the loop functions of tw
mesons. TheseG functions were regularized in@17# by
means of a cutoff. TheG analytic expressions, both using
cutoff or dimensional regularization can be found in@20#.

In Eq. ~9! there is another term,t̃ AK1K2tK1K2,p0h , which
corresponds to the last two diagrams of Fig. 3 where
axial vector mesonK1(1270) is exchanged. For the one loo
result we follow@38#. Given the large mass of the axial ve
tor, both the factorization of the unitarized on-shell meso
meson scattering amplitude outside the loop as well as
of the gg→K1K2 amplitude are also justified@23#. Hence,
when the full series of Fig. 5 is considered, one obtains
contribution t̃ AK1K2tK1K2,p0h with t̃ AK1K2 given by
07301
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t̃ AK1K2522e2S gmn2
k2mk1m

k1•k2
D e1me2m

~L9
r 1L10

r !

f 2

3F sA

2b~s!
lnS 11b~s!1

sA

s

12b~s!1
sA

s

D 1sG •GKK̄ ,

~12!

with sA52(mA
22mK

2 ), andb(s)5@12(4mK
2 /s)#1/2.

First of all we show in Fig. 6 the result for thegg
→p0h cross section obtained from Eq.~9!, which coincides
with that obtained in@23#. To ease the comparison with ex
perimental data we also show the events concentrated in
of 40 MeV, roughly like the experimental ones. We can e
ily notice the peak of thea0(980) whose dynamical genera
tion is guaranteed by the resummation of diagrams in Fig
The resummedtK1K2→p0h amplitude has indeed a pole i
the complex plane associated with thea0(980) resonance
@17#.

In Fig. 6 we also show results above and belowa0(980),
whose description requires further ingredients than th
needed just for thea0(980) region. In particular, the
a2(1320) resonance~second peak! is included phenomeno
logically as in Ref.@23#.

In @23# loops like those in Fig. 3, but exchanging a vect
meson instead of an axial-vector meson were estimated
ligible in the a0(980) region and hence neglected. In ad
tion, the VMD tree level mechanism of Fig. 1~with an out-
going h) was neglected since it has no resonant structur
thegg s-channel. As a consequence the agreement of Eq~9!
with experiment is fair but some discrepancies can be
ticed in Fig. 6 at low energies.

B. VMD mechanisms in gg\hp0

For the purpose of the present work,h→p0gg, the low
energy region of thegg→p0h reaction is also relevant
Therefore we will include as a novelty both the VMD tre
level contribution as well as the loops involving vector m
son exchange.

First, we can see in Fig. 7 that the results obtained add
the tree level VMD amplitude normalized to thev,r radia-
tive decay rates~dashed line! are acceptable around and b
FIG. 5. Resummation forgg
→p0h.
3-5
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low the peak of thea0(980) resonance. Let us note that t
inclusion of these terms does improve the description of
low energy region. The binning of the theoretical resu
would make again the apparent agreement with data to
much better, but for the sake of clarity we have not add
more lines to the figure, as long as the binning effect
already been illustrated in Fig. 6. Although in Sec. I we ha
justified the use of the normalized couplings, we also sh
in Fig. 7 the result using universal couplings~dotted line!. In
this process, the effect of normalizing the couplings of
vector meson radiative decays is not as drastic as in Fi
for the h decay where only the VMD mechanism was co
sidered. In what follows we will only use the normalize
couplings.

Second, in addition to the axial vector meson exchang
loops considered in the previous section, we have to incl
the loops with vector meson exchange for completeness
fact, some of the uncertainties estimated in@5# were linked to
these loops. For consistency, once again we have to sum
series obtained by iterating the loops in the four meson v
tex shown in Fig. 8. Hence, the new amplitude, which
shall call tVMDL, will be given by

tVMDL5thp0,hp0~MI !Ghp t̃ hp
VMD~MI !Fe1e22

~k2e1!~k1e2!

k1k2
G

~13!

FIG. 6. gg→p0h cross section, using Eq.~9!. Z is the maxi-
mum value of cos(u) integrated. The experimental data come fro
@39,40#, the latter ones normalized in thea2(1320) peak region. The
dashed histogram corresponds to the convolution over an ex
mental resolution of 40 MeV.

FIG. 7. gg→p0h cross section, using Eq.~9! ~continuous line!,
adding the universal VMD contribution~dotted line! or the normal-
ized VMD contribution~dashed line!.
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where nowt̃ hp
VMD is the factor that multiplies thee1e2 prod-

uct in the s-wave projection of thethp
VMD amplitude in the

gg→p0h c.m. Although the Lorentz structure of polariza
tion vector products may seem rather complicated from
~5!, it is easy to show that after the s-wave projecti
the polarization vectors factorize indeed ase1e2. In a
general frame thee1e2 factor has to be replaced bye1e2
2(k2e1)(k1e2)/(k1k2). Once again we have factorized th
amplitudes for the same reasons as done with the o
terms.

Of course, when introducing loops with vector meson e
change we have to consider loops involving aK* 1 or aK* 0

exchanged between the photons@see Fig. 8~b!#, which were
not present at tree level. These would be given by

tKK̄
VMDL

5@ thp0,K1K2~MI !GKK̄~MI !T̃K1K2
VMD

~MI !

1thp0,K0K̄0~MI !GKK̄~MI !T̃K0K̄0
VMD

~MI !#

3Fe1e22
~k2e1!~k1e2!

k1k2
G . ~14!

The contribution of all these new VMD loop diagrams
an increase of the order of 10–20 % of the result shown
Fig. 7 by the dashed line~normalized VMD couplings!. The
new result would overlap in a large region with the dott
line of Fig. 7 and hence we do not show it explicitly.

In what follows we make some considerations about
diagrammatic interpretation of the all order VMD calcul
tion, the normalization of theVPg vertices, and the meson
meson interaction. By all order VMD one means@5# that the
full vector meson propagator@s2MV

21 iM VG(s)#21 is used
in the calculations. This full propagator includes self-ene
diagrams in a Dyson-Schwinger resummation, leading t
shift of the bare mass and generating a width@41#. Thus, one
must think in terms of self-energy insertions in the middle
the vector meson lines in Figs. 1 and 8. TheVPg coupling
normalization to agree with the radiative vector meson
cays can also be understood as considering vertex corre
diagrams in Figs. 1 and 8, and therefore it does not lead
any double counting with the dressing of the vector mes
propagator. Finally, the meson-meson interaction in
VMD terms leads to the diagrams of Fig. 8, in which the tw
pseudoscalar mesons interact through four-pseudoscalar
son vertices. The resummation of pseudoscalar meson-m
loops thus leaves apart the vector meson lines and theVPg
vertices. Once again this ensures that there is no do
counting.

C. Meson loops inh\p0gg

In the h→p0gg case, the meson loop diagrams corr
spond to those ofp0h→gg but considering thep0 as an
outgoing particle. Hence, it is enough to replaces5(ph

1pp)2 by MI
25(ph2pp)25(pg1

1pg2
)2 in all the p0h

ri-
3-6
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FIG. 8. Loop diagrams for VMD terms. The
diagrams with the two crossed photons are n
depicted but are also included in the calculation
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this
→gg amplitudes, which factorize in all the loop diagram
that we have considered so far, and in thet̃ xK and t̃ AK1K
function.

Since we are considering all the VMD diagrams and
chiral loops, we still have to take into account another k
of loop diagram@5#, shown in Fig. 9, which involve two
anomalousg→3M vertices. Despite beingO(p8) it has
been found@5# that they can have a non-negligible effect
the h decay. The further rescattering of the mesons in
diagrams of Fig. 9, given the structure of thegMMM vertex
@5# in the momenta of the particles, would be suppressed
factors ofpW g

2 /qW 2 ~with q the loop variable! with respect to
those considered for the VMD mechanism. This, and the
that these anomalous terms are already small, makes the
sideration of rescattering in these loops superfluous. Th
fore, it is enough to take the results from@5# where it is
found that their largest contribution comes from the ka
loops. We use Eqs.~12!, ~13!, and~27! of that reference~note
that there is a global change of sign with respect to
notation!. Concerninggg→hp0, these kind of loops have
been neglected in the previous section, because the inte
diate particles are very far off shell, due to the crossed c
acter of the loop in the reaction.

IV. RESULTS FOR h\p0gg

Using the model described in the previous sections,
plot in Fig. 10 the different contributions todG/dMI . We
can see that the largest contribution is that of the tree le
VMD ~long dashed line!. Let us recall that this is a new
result as long as we are using the VMD couplings norm
ized to agree with the vector radiative decays. The resum
tion of the loops in Fig. 3 using Eq.~9! ~short dashed line!
gives a small contribution~0.011 eV in the total width!, but
when added coherently to the tree level VMD, leads to
increase of 30% in theh decay rate~dashed-dotted line!.
More interestingly, the shape of thegg invariant mass dis-
tribution is appreciably changed with respect to the tree le
VMD, developing a peak at high invariant masses. The
summed VMD loops in Fig. 8, using Eqs.~13! and ~14!,
leads, through interference, to a moderate increase of thh
decay rate~double dashed-dotted line!, smaller than that of
the chiral loops considered before. The last ingredient is
07301
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contribution of the anomalous mechanisms of Fig. 9~con-
tinuous line!, leading again to a moderate increase of theh
decay rate, also smaller than the chiral loops from Eq.~9!.
These anomalous mechanisms have a very similar shap
the tree level VMD and interfere with it in the whole rang
of invariant masses.

Altogether, when integrating over the invariant mass,
get

G~h→p0gg!50.4760.08 eV. ~15!

Note that the inclusion of the loops has increased the
level VMD result by 50%. For comparison, we quote he
what we would have obtained using the universal VMD co
plings: 0.80 eV.

So far, the theoretical error has been obtained only fr
the propagation of the experimental errors in the vector m
son radiative decay branching ratios, given in Table I. T
errors from this source had not been considered before
though they will turn out to produce the largest uncertain
In practice we generate a Gaussian-weighted random v
for each VMD coupling which yield a result for the width
This procedure is repeated a sufficiently large number
times, leading to an approximate Gaussian distribution
results from where we obtain a central value and the err

We come now to revisit the uncertainties considered
@5#. One of the largest sources to the60.2 eV accepted un-
certainties in that work, was the contribution of thea0(980),
whose sign was unknown. This problem is solved in t
present work since thea0(980) is generated dynamicall
from the rescattering of the mesons implied in the Bet
Salpeter resummation of thetK1K2,hp0 amplitude. Hence its
effect can be easily observed comparing with the stand
ChPT result, which is obtained by substituting the fu
tK1K2,hp0 by its lowest orderO(p2). In Fig. 10 this corre-
sponds to the difference between the continuous and the
ted line. The contribution of thea0(980) resonance tail is
rather small and increases theh decay rate from 0.47 eV to
0.48 eV. The sign of its contribution is unambiguously det
mined. Thus, the present calculation removes completely
source of error. The explicit calculation of thea0(980) con-
FIG. 9. Diagrams with two anomalousg
→3M vertices.
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tribution giving such a small effect justifies neglecting t
a2(1320) resonance contribution which lies much furth
away in energy.

The other source of uncertainty in@5# was the contribu-
tion of the VMD loops. We have been able to calculate th
in this work and, as seen in Fig. 10, these effects are
rather small. They increase theh decay rate by 0.02 eV
Altogether thea0(980) plus the VMD loops increase theh
decay rate by 0.03 eV. We thus eliminate these two sou
of previous uncertainties, while realizing at the same ti
that the uncertainties of 0.2 eV attributed to these source
@5# were indeed a generous upper bound.

In our approach the tree level exchange of theh1(1170),
b1(1235), andh1(1380) axial resonances@12# will be in-
cluded as an uncertainty. The reason is that, accordin
@12#, they would increase the decay width by about 0.07
However, as shown in@12,14#, their inclusion in gg
→p0p0 with the couplings used in@12# would overestimate
thegg→p0p0 cross section. In view of these discrepanci
we thus consider it safe to accept a theoretical uncertaint
the order of 0.05 eV which should still be a generous up
bound.

As commented at the beginning of Sec. III, there are
certainties due to isospin violating terms. We estimate
errors from this source using the results obtained in@5# for
the G-parity violating term corresponding to Fig. 3 but wit
pion loops. This contribution is of the order of 0.05 eV to t
total h decay rate.

Finally, by summing all errors in quadrature, we arrive

G~h→p0gg!50.4760.10 eV. ~16!

Note that although we have considered a new error so
from the uncertainties in the vector radiative decays, wh

FIG. 10. Contributions to the two-photon invariant mass dis
bution. From bottom to top, short dashed line: chiral loops from
~9!; long dashed line: only tree level VMD; dashed-dotted lin
coherent sum of the previous mechanisms; double dashed-d
line: idem but adding the resummed VMD loops; continuous li
idem but adding the anomalous terms of Fig. 10, which is the
model presented in this work~we are also showing as a dotted lin
the full model but substituting the fulltK1K2,hp0 amplitude by its
lowest order!.
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turns out to be the largest one, we still have reduced
uncertainty from previous calculations.

The result of Eq.~16! is in remarkable agreement with th
latest experimental number@30#, and lies within two sigmas
from the earlier ones in@1,2#. Confirmation of those prelimi-
nary results would therefore be important to test the con
tency of this new approach. Furthermore, precise meas
ments of thegg invariant mass distributions would be o
much help given the differences found with and without lo
contributions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reanalyzed theh→p0gg decay within the con-
text of meson chiral Lagrangians, gathering all the mec
nisms discussed in the literature, but improving them in
following aspects. On the one hand, using the well tes
chiral unitary approach, we have removed the uncertain
from thea0(980) resonance as well as those from loops w
the exchange of one vector meson. In particular, since
a0(980) is generated dynamically from the meson loop
summation, we have unambiguously determined the sign
its contribution, whereas for the one vector loops we ha
performed an explicit calculation that in previous works h
only been considered as a large source of uncertainty.

On the other hand, we have also checked the consiste
with other related processes: First, a relevant observatio
that the tree level vector meson dominance amplitude wit
universal SU~3! vector-vector-pseudoscalar coupling is n
consistent with ther→hg, v→p0g, and v→hg decays.
Consequently, throughout theh→p0gg calculation, we
have used couplings normalized to agree with the radia
vector meson decays. Second, we have established the
sistency of our h→p0gg model with the relatedgg
→hp0 process.

Furthermore, we have performed a careful error analy
of our results. As a novelty we have considered the exp
mental errors in the vector meson radiative decay widt
which turn out to be the largest source of uncertainty. Ho
ever, since, as just commented above, we have remo
former sources of uncertainty, our final error is still smal
than previous estimates.

Altogether we have found a result ofG(h→p0gg)
50.4760.10 eV.

With the improved calculation just presented, it see
clear that the mechanisms thus far suggested in the litera
in the context of meson chiral Lagrangians lead to a resu
variance with the experimental resultG50.8460.18 eV
from @1,2#. However, it is worth noticing the agreement
the above result with the new preliminary measuremenG
50.4260.14 eV from@30#. Nevertheless, a measurement
the invariant mass distribution would be more stringe
Confirmation of the preliminary results of@30# and an accu-
rate measurement of thegg invariant mass distribution
should be the experimental priorities to clarify the situatio
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